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How many guests? Location Want to find your ideal accommodation? Simply choose your dates and PHA will display all our guests that meet your exact requirements. Location  For more than 11 years, PHAscience™ has been providing quality accommodations and hospitality training programs worldwide. We provide a wide range of programs for both the novice as
well as experienced hospitality professional. PHAscience™ offers programs designed to help you develop the right qualifications to meet your career goals.Tag Archives: time management “A person who is in the habit of making the best use of his time is likely to accomplish more than a person who makes the worst use of his time”. — Henry Ward Beecher “Time is
not a factor, only results are; it is the person who controls the results who controls the time.” — Florence Nightingale “Don’t rush to conclusions. Think things over carefully. You can always change your mind.” — Sun Tzu “We can do today that which we will be obliged to do tomorrow.” — Benjamin Franklin “There is nothing better than to do your work well; and if you
do your work well, you will be praised.” — Japanese proverb “Every minute you waste is a minute in which you could have attained some progress; every second is a second lost to you; a second given to some one else.” — Henry Longueil “Time is a great teacher. For those who listen, it corrects many mistakes, and gives them experience of what they could have, or
ought to have, done better.” — S.T. Coleridge “Never lose sight of time. It is the only capital on which an investment of success in business can be based.” — Joseph Urban “To be idle is to be actively inhaling the fumes of ignorance. To be idle is to plagiarize the past. If you are going to be idle then abstain from unhealthy body and mind exercises. Do your direct and
simple work without memos, memoranda, and miscellaneous other antics, and don’t be a pest, – you can easily find many other things to do.” — H.W. Allen “The most valuable day you will ever have is the day you decide to begin.”
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